indigo girls - lyrics
across

down

3. there are mountains in ________
6. it's just a raging _____
8. someone's on the _______ floor doing
her cocaine
11. it's just a _____ game
12. your _____ will follow you full circle round
15. the king is in the ______ house
17. replace the _____ with the stars above
20. numbness from a ______ wound
21. and my heart flew from its cage and it
____ upon my sleeve
22. jeu de _____'s full of faces
25. allowed to _____ right through the sun
27. to seek solace in a ____ or possibly a
friend
28. _____ beads, and silver rings
29. we read up on ______ and we stand up
for the lookout
30. won't you ____ my fire with your love
32. leaning over _____ only two flights up
34. until we are _____ to dust
35. in the ___ of an eye i saw you bleed
36. your bound to realize ____ it's not that
clear
38. from baby to best with no _____ test
40. hearts and _____ from days of youth
43. but there was a time i asked my _____ for
a dollar
45. and any ___ will do
46. take part in the ____ of this passion play
47. pain from _____ - hey little girl
48. are too much for these _______ arms to
hold

1. i search for our absolute ________
2. maybe there's no haven in this world for
tender ___
4. as specks of ____ we're universal
5. not counting the _______ paths of
misdirection
7. well, the meanings _______
9. cause i am ______, i am in need
10. ______ stones, we know the price now
13. when my heart finally _____
14. with a poster of ______ and a beard down
to his knee
16. no one can convince me we aren't
______ for our doom
18. replace the anger with the ____
19. fasten up your ______ burdens
23. that these are ghosts and ______
24. twice as _____ as i'd been the night before
26. why does my ____ destroy you
27. leaving my cuts, leaving my ____
31. oh how i wish i were a _____
32. t's just the _____ skyline sweetheart
33. i sailed my ship of _____ till i sank it
37. _____ of lovers every place
39. where is the world that _____ you
41. _____ to the air i breathe
42. did you _____ the soul
44. ____ rebels discover you

